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By E D Baker

Bloomsbury U.S.A. Children s Books, United States, 2002. Hardback. Condition: New. Us. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Visit Princess Emeralda isn t exactly an ideal princess. Her laugh is like a
donkey s bray rather than tinkling bells, she trips over her own feet and she does NOT like Prince
Jorge, whom her mother hopes she will marry. But if Emma ever thought to escape her life, she
never expected it to happen by turning into a frog! When convinced to kiss a frog so he might return
to being a Prince, somehow the spell is reversed and Emma turns into a frog herself! Thus begins the
adventure - a quest to return to human form. Fascinating and hilarious characters ranging from a
self-conscious but friendly bat to a surprisingly loyal snake and a wise old green witch confirm that
readers won t soon forget this madcap story! A fantastic debut from the talented E.D. Baker.
Recognition A Book Sense Children s Pick - A Texas Lone Star Reading List Book Bookseller
recognition: A Borders Books and Music Independent Reader s pick for November Extract from The
Frog Princess The frog grinned from eardrum to eardrum. Straightening his smooth,...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is so gripping and exciting. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just effortlessly could get a enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Henri Gutkowski-- Henri Gutkowski

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to read. It is one of the most awesome book i actually have go through.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nelda Trantow I-- Nelda Trantow I
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